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6. **Review, Summary & Building Skill**

Asadullah Shah and Khamran Khowaza
Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Information and Communication Technology, International Islamic University Malaysia, Malaysia

Abstract

In programming languages the most effective way of building concepts is by practicing it. Sometimes very simple logic and procedure need to be revised to learn an efficient logical flow in a program. Skill building by practicing is one of the most effective means for students to lay their skills foundations better for next more complex and logical programming skills. In this chapter many exercise based upon previous chapters is revised to let student keep such simple but important concepts.

6.1 Exercise number one

This exercise is based upon the chapter number one in which a see you brother message to stoked back on the monitor is written. The program was very simple to use two functions and get characters by key board strokes. In figure 6.1 the same program is repeated and answer for line by line code of the program are required.